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the game is very challenging, i recommend playing it for 10-20 mins before attempting the expert difficulties. color lines is a really fun line
of puzzle game and you can try it for free. the game developers, powertoys, are currently working on a new game called star lines. star lines

is basically the same game but has a few differences. for example, unlike color lines, only line of five or more balls of the same color will
remove the balls instead of three or more as in color lines. it also has a higher difficulty level and more balls in play. in star lines, you can

jump for a very high number of times to clear the balls of an obstacle and clear the line. find the color of the balls first. then, place five balls
of the same color in a line or space as indicated in the game. then, choose one ball and make it move up, down, left, or right so that the
color of the line or space is now 5 balls of the same color. upon completion of the moves, the ball will also disappear from the screen. the

colors represent the seven classical planets for the most part, though there are a few anomalies, and the numbers are the moon phases. the
moon phases are: waxing crescent (0), waxing gibbous (1), full moon (2), waning gibbous (3), waning crescent (4), and new (5). there are 10

lines, and at the beginning of the game there are 10 balls in play. at the end of the game, there are 8 balls in play. not a lot has changed,
except the game now has a tutorial mode where you can play a randomly generated puzzle to help you figure out how the game works. you
can cycle through the levels using the red button, or pause the game if you decide to play a new one. in addition, there's a manual page of

instructions for easier access.
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